
Today is my last day at ISEC and my last day as an employee, as I decide to devote time to 
IKIGAI.

My first pay cheque before MBA was at a coaching institute and thats still my most prized earn-
ing. Close second pay cheque came in from theatre -  The Jury - A play which set few firsts in 
the world of Indian theatre. I now have decided to focus on Education ,Poker ,Theatre ,personal 
health and travel.

I have spent  years as an Analyst - with last  years at ISEC and I need to thank so many I have spent  years as an Analyst - with last  years at ISEC and I need to thank so many 
people who helped in my learning as an Analyst. Many tried to help me in interpersonal skills 
as well which is still work in progress.

I have to thank many people for my learning with first on my list comes my ex -boss  almost my I have to thank many people for my learning with first on my list comes my ex -boss  almost my 
first , Sanjay Chawla, then HoR at SBICaps and now at BoB MF. He asked me to focus on learning 
and gave me opportunities early enough. SBICaps scored highest on learning. He took great 
pains in guiding me and connecting me to people. Gave me responsibility of covering media 
coverage within a year. He also introduced me to the best Vada pav in Mumbai - at Kirti college 
 I get preferential treatment from Ashok - for being a client for a decade . My first colleagues 
from SBICaps Sumit Mangal , Pratish Krishnan , Pranshu Mittal  Abhishek Anand , Vivek Agar-
wall are friends for life.wall are friends for life.

My teacher - RK Agarwal, CFO of Jagran prakashan - a friend, guide and well wisher. He was kind 
enough to teach me how to look at print stocks and has always been there to help me in under-
standing details. I owe most of media sector understanding to him.

The sales team at ISEC, starting with Baskaran  the best  most energetic salesman I ever met  
who took great efforts in introducing me to the best of Fund Managers. Also, I learnt a lot from 
Rishikesh Joshi  very strong in interpersonal skills , Rishi Agarwal  All rounder , Darshit shah  
 Street smart  and Tejas Gandhi  Fighter .

This time its different...
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Head of Research - Anand Shah, recruited me at ISEC in , taught me the earliest lessons in 
understanding ROCE  didnt expect from an FMCG analyst  and stood with me in the most dif-
ficult times when I was under fire from Deccan Chronicle. Anantha Narayan, who didnt mince 
words while giving feedback on my lack of personal skills. Kartik Mehta, who pushed me to do 
better and improve my marketing. My super bosses - Murugappan  paid me more than I de-
served  ,Ajay Saraf  trusted my calls  ,Madabhi Puri Buch  radical thought and the best CEO I 
ever had .

My colleagues - Gaurav Pathak, Prakash Goel, Sanjay Singh, Siddarth Teli, Sandeep Shah, the My colleagues - Gaurav Pathak, Prakash Goel, Sanjay Singh, Siddarth Teli, Sandeep Shah, the 
young hungry analysts  some thirsty  of  - who are very crazy, hard working and it was fun 
working with you guys. We all were invariably hanging on research floor even on Saturdays .

I am proud of my associates - Rishi Agarwal  now in Isec Sales , Suchitra  Consultant , Satish 
Kothari  Edel , Akhil Kalluri  Franklin  and Jayant Dongre who sadly passed away this year in 
a road accident, was the most diligent.

From my clients - My foremost thanks to Prashant Jain, whom I will always remember as the From my clients - My foremost thanks to Prashant Jain, whom I will always remember as the 
Fund Manger with a hand made model on A sheet and notes dated back - years; Miten 
Lathia, because of whom I had to work harder, just because he was always updated and it was 
difficult to add value; It was fun interacting with crazy duo - Nitin and Ankit Kotak offshore, 
working into details with Amansa team - Ram  Ambrish; Swanand Kelkar, a god gift for lazy 
readers; Sailesh Bhan for introducing me to sensitivity and scenario analysis on a more mean-
ingful basis to understand variables.

My sincere thanks to ICICIPRU MF team of , who have been my connects for a decade - My sincere thanks to ICICIPRU MF team of , who have been my connects for a decade - 
Nilesh Shah, Deven Sangoi, Sankaran Naren, Anand Shah, Prashant Kothari and Amit Mehta.

I tracked the Telecom sector from  and went horribly wrong in judging the rate of growth I tracked the Telecom sector from  and went horribly wrong in judging the rate of growth 
and then the pain of regulation. I was smart enough to jump ship in  when I realised  the 
sector is trending to zero. Media for me has been a sector of lost opportunity - regulation and 
ecosystem failed to support the visionary entrepreneurs. Its sad that I leave the sector in such 
a sad state - with the story of cable digitalisation which started in  is still a story. It was fun 
knowing the interesting endeavours of Subash Chandra  a pioneer, doubling down always - I 
wish the group recovers, Puneet Goenka, who gave new direction to Zee, Raghav Bahl  master 
brand and business creator - but too aggressive on risks - I always liked the journalist in him brand and business creator - but too aggressive on risks - I always liked the journalist in him 
more ; Jagran and Havells, the best promoters you will ever see; Page Industries - the best 
brand.

Over the last  years, I had started questioning my value addition as an analyst. The industry is 
confused in trying to get both Corp access and independent research from Sell side, making it 
near impossible to juggle between the two. Also, it is difficult to be independent and objective 
when the companies you are researching, are also your IB clients and there is a conflict of inter-
est. We need more activists to have a robust financial market, as too much capital is being lost 
in scams. While, investing will continue to interest me but I will be spending less time on it. With 
my brothers Ramesh and Amit being in Fund Management. I try to steer away from areas of 
heavy competition. heavy competition. 

I am always a shout away to meet over good food, Shareholder activism and play Poker  I think 
I am better than most of you .

Stay hungry ,Stay foolish. vikashmantri@gmail.com


